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Abstract
Agricultural modernisation is a longstanding goal of China’s Party-state. Since the early 2000s, it has pursued this goal 
through policies designed to facilitate land consolidation and support the expansion of large agricultural enterprises – ‘New 
Agricultural Operators’ (NAOs). In this paper we explore the effect of these policies on the livelihoods of a cohort of small-
holder orange growers in the mountainous regions of Hubei province and the local political economy. An analysis of data 
from a 2019 survey of 266 households and interviews with villagers, agribusiness executives, cooperative leaders, and gov-
ernment officials, we find smallholder farmers are earning good incomes as independent commodity producers, withstanding 
attempts by local officials at land consolidation, and bypassing NAOs to self-determine their own modes of production and 
exchange. Our results speak to the ongoing debate about the future of smallholder farming in China, identify the strengths 
and limitations of recent state-centric analyses of agrarian transition, and re-iterate the pitfalls of the central government’s 
agricultural modernisation agenda.
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Introduction

Like most middle-income countries, smallholder farming 
is an enduring feature of China’s agriculture. It is estimated 
that 200–300 million households each farm only a few hec-
tares of land1 (Cui et al. 2018). This is surprising given the 
mass migration of farmers off the land into cities during 
the last three decades, but can be explained, at least in part, 
by institutional restrictions on formal land transfers that 
have been in place since 19972 and the insecurity of life 
in China’s cities that makes farmland an important form of 
social security. However, this restrictive institutional envi-
ronment is changing to enable agricultural reform across the 

country. Restrictions on land transfers have been formally 
loosened and powerful New Agricultural Operators (NAOs) 
such as agribusinesses, large family farms and cooperatives3 
are beginning to replace small-scale farmers. According to 
Tang Renjian, deputy director of the central government’s 
Rural Work Leading Group, “new industries and new types 
of businesses will become engines of rural development and 
increase the income of farmers” (Xinhua 2017). The State 
Council is focused on what it calls “supply side structural 
reform” (Xinhua 2017) to achieve “optimal allocation of 
agricultural production resources” (Xu et al. 2019). This 
involves the consolidation of farmland, scaling up of produc-
tion, increased crop specialisation and vertical integration 
into supply chains.
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This drive to modernise agriculture in China has a long 
and complex history. Throughout the socialist and market 
reform eras, tension has existed between fostering agricul-
tural modernisation, urbanisation, and industrialisation, on 
the one hand, and improving the lot of rural households on 
the other. In the early years of the Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP), Mao undertook a radical redistribution of farmland, 
“to eliminate feudal, exploitative land ownership by land-
lords and implement peasant land ownership, so as to free 
the rural labour force, develop agricultural production, and 
open the way for the industrialization of New China” (cited 
in Zhou et al 2021: 5). Later, however, he returned to Marx-
ist orthodoxy, collectivising agriculture on the grounds that 
small-scale farming was inefficient; fragmenting the coun-
tryside into small parcels of land that were incompatible 
with modern agricultural techniques (Zhan 2019; Zhou et al. 
2021).

Under Deng Xiaoping’s market reforms, farmland was 
once again redistributed and re-fragmented and commercial 
farming allowed to expand under the Household Responsi-
bility System. In 1996, the CCP Central Committee issued 
official guidelines encouraging agricultural industriali-
sation and the vertical integration of household farms by 
‘dragon head’ agribusinesses (Zhang and Donaldson 2008), 
with contract farming seen as a ‘middle way’ of boosting 
efficiency whilst preserving the land rights of smallholder 
farmers (Zhan 2019).4 From the early 2000s, the CCP real-
located vast fiscal resources to the countryside to mitigate 
the longstanding ‘urban bias’ of its economic development 
strategy, increase rural standards, and bolster national food 
security (Ahlers 2014; van der Ploeg and Ye 2016; Zhan 
2019). Nonetheless, it has maintained its commitment to 
agricultural modernisation, defined as the scaling-up, 
commercialization, professionalisation, and technological 
upgrading of farming practices in China (Zhang and Don-
aldson 2008; Ye 2015).

It is with this history in mind that we explore the response 
of smallholder orange farmers to current agricultural reforms 
in Hubei Province. We begin by describing the study site 
and our methods. We then present the central government’s 
recent agricultural reforms and the long-running debates 
about agrarian transition in China. The subsequent two sec-
tions present our empirical data. First, we analyse the liveli-
hood strategies of the orange growers in our study villages, 
particularly their engagement with local NAOs. Next, we 
analyse the impact of rural reforms on the local political 

economy, focusing on the changing relationship between 
villagers, local officials, farmers cooperatives and agribusi-
ness. In doing so, we seek to contribute to the re-invigorated 
debate about the future of smallholder farming in China. The 
concluding section integrates our findings with extant litera-
ture and offers some reflections on contemporary Chinese 
agricultural policies.

The study site and methods

Our research was conducted in the Hubei section of the 
Three Gorges Dam region. Notwithstanding the severe 
environmental and social consequences of the Three Gorges 
Dam (see Wilmsen 2011 for discussion), this region has 
gone through extensive transformation in the last three 
decades. Under an extensive regional development plan 
accompanied by intensive state investment, an expressway, 
bridges, railway and logistics hub were constructed to facili-
tate the flow of goods, people and services. New special 
economic zones were also created, and land subsidies and 
reduced taxes were introduced to attract private investment 
to the region. To restore and develop rural livelihoods, the 
state fostered a specialised navel orange industry that would 
provide small-scale farmers with a decent living (McDon-
ald et al. 2008). Through demonstration farms and training 
programs, smallholders were encouraged to cultivate higher-
value orange varieties and adopt new cultivation techniques 
(at the expense of other crop types). Dragonhead agribusi-
ness also received 50 million RMB (US$7.4 million) in 
start-up funding from a ‘migrant industry development fund’ 
alongside tax breaks and land and electricity discounts to 
establish operation in the area. As a result, by the late 2000s, 
smallholder orange farming was firmly re-established on the 
slopes above the reservoir.

Against this backdrop, we studied three orange-producing 
villages in a county in the Three Gorges Dam region. By all 
accounts, the county had the hallmarks of actively progress-
ing rural reform. Around 200 cooperatives had registered in 
the county with largest concentration located in the study 
township. And, in 2013 a cooperative in one of the three 
study villages (Zhongba village) signed a formal contract 
with a national-level dragonhead business (Chengzi), one 
of China’s largest fruit processing companies. The neigh-
bouring study villages (Heba and Gaoba) have several small 
cooperatives but do not have formal contracts with agribusi-
nesses. The three study villages are otherwise similar in 
terms of demographics, their reliance on orange production, 
and landholdings (Table 1).

This research employed a mixed-methods approach, 
which included a survey of farms, semi-structured inter-
views, and a review of secondary sources. The survey gath-
ered data about household demographics, livelihood strate-
gies, land transfer activities, and farmers’ interactions with 

4 Zhan (2019: 3) also reminds us, “the contradiction between large 
farms and peasant production is certainly not new; it was a recurring 
phenomenon in Chinese dynastic transitions, during which the con-
centration of land often led to peasant rebellions, precipitating the fall 
of old regimes.”.
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local NAOs between 2013 and 2018—the five-year period 
following the government’s 2013 policy reforms. The survey 
was conducted face-to-face in 2019 by eight post-graduate 
students working in groups of two, with every second farm 
in the locations sampled. If a house or facility was empty 
or the participant refused, the interviewers moved on to the 
adjacent house/facility. The survey took place during harvest 
season to maximise the number of people at home. The final 
sample is composed of 266 respondents spread across the 
three villages (Table 1).

The authors conducted follow-up, semi-structured inter-
views with 22 households in the villages. Interviews were 
also undertaken with the directors of the cooperatives in 
Zhongba and Gaoba villages (we could not locate a formal 
cooperative director in Heba), the director of the Chengzi 
agribusiness (which has a contractual relationship with 
the largest farmer cooperative in Zhongba village) as well 
as county, township and village officials. The interviews 
elicited information about local responses to recent policy 
changes, implementation barriers and local responses, and 
the relationships between villagers, local officials, and 
NAOs. The interviews also helped to contextualise the sur-
vey data.

Rural reform and smallholder farming in China

Recognising the complicated history of agricultural policy 
in China,5 in this paper we focus on how recent rural reforms 
and the central government’s pro-active support of NAOs 
are reshaping rural livelihoods in the study area. These 
reforms, which became official national policy in 2013, 
represent both a continuation and significant realignment of 
the Party-state’s longstanding commitment to agricultural 

modernisation. Importantly for this case study, the 2013 
policy announcements coincided with the signing of a sales 
contract between Chengzi agribusiness and Zhongba village, 
allowing us to directly observe the response of smallholder 
farmers to the changes in central government policy.

Since 2018, the central government has rolled out two 
important sets of policy reforms. The first set of reforms 
involve changes to China’s land tenure system. The Third 
Plenary Session of October 2008 stated that farmers would, 
henceforth, be permitted to subcontract, lease, exchange, and 
swap their land-use rights and enter joint-equity arrange-
ments (Li 2009). In 2010, the No. 1 Document “Opinions 
on Scaling Up Integrated Urban–Rural Development” was 
released to accelerate the transfer of land use rights. This 
was followed in 2014 by the “Three Rights Separation,” 
which allowed farmers to transfer their ‘management rights’ 
(i.e. lease out their land) to other entities. Under the new 
system, ‘contracting rights’ remain in the hands of rural 
households and ‘ownership rights’ in the hands of the village 
collective (Wang and Zhang 2017). Other reforms have been 
implemented to encourage the development of the rural land 
market, such as regulations allowing farmland to be used as 
collateral for loans and a national land titling program in 
2018 (Cheng et al. 2019). A wide range of government agen-
cies have been established to facilitate land transfer from 
smallholders to larger enterprises (Trappel 2015).

A second set of reforms seek to promote the upscaling 
and modernisation of agricultural production. Since the 
1990s, the central government has supported ‘dragonhead’ 
agribusinesses and farmers cooperatives through a range of 
fiscal transfers and other policy measures (Huang 2011). The 
2013 No.1 Policy Document expanded this strategy, target-
ing four types of ‘new agricultural operators’– dragonhead 
enterprises, farmers cooperatives, family farms, and special-
ised households (Ye 2015). A central aim of these reforms 
is to promote a new class of ‘professional’ farmers (State 
Council 2016). In 2015, the agricultural subsidy program 
was overhauled, channelling additional resources into the 

Table 1  Overview of villages at 
study site (2018)

Village name Heba Gaoba Zhongba

Population size 432 households 746 households 712 households
Sample size 74 households 99 households 93 households
Descriptive statistics
 Average no. of people in household 4.2 4.1 3.9
 Average no. of people engaged in farming 2.0 2.0 1.9
 Average age of farming person (years) 53.2 53.9 54.4
 Highest level of education in HH is a high-

school diploma or above
75.6% 63.6% 66.6%

 Average land holdings (inc. rented land) 4.9 mu 5.1 mu 6.7 mu
 Average land holdings per person (living 

most of the time)
1.7 mu 1.8 mu 2.6 mu

5 For more detailed discussions of the evolution of land tenure 
reforms see Li (2009); Ye (2015); Xue et  al. (2021), Zhou et  al. 
(2021).
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NAO sector (Zhang and Zeng 2021a; Trappel 2021). Enter-
prise size is a key criterion for being certified as an NAO 
and being able to access government grants, subsidies and 
cheap credit.6 By 2017, 129,000 agribusinesses (account-
ing for a third of total agricultural production), 877,000 
(large) family farms, and 1.9 million farmers cooperatives7 
had been registered (Huang and Liang 2018). In 2021, the 
central government reaffirmed its commitment to supporting 
‘new agricultural operators’ (Trappel 2021).

Rural households have benefited from the raft of poli-
cies implemented since the early 2000s aimed at bolstering 
food security and redressing the longstanding ‘urban bias’ 
of the Party-states’s national development strategy (Ahlers 
2014; van der Ploeg and Ye 2016; Zhan 2019). For example, 
between 2003 and 2006, all agricultural taxes were elimi-
nated—a historical event given this form of agricultural tax 
had been collected in China for over 2000 years (Ye 2015). 
Smallholder farmers also benefited from the introduction 
of range of new agricultural subsidies, including the direct 
grain, quality seed, and agricultural machinery subsidies 
(Zhan 2019). And as part of its Building the New Social-
ist Countryside (BNSC) initiative, the government invested 
heavily in the rural welfare system and rural development 
more broadly (van der Ploeg and Ye 2016; Zhan 2019). The 
reallocation of fiscal resources has been enormous. Between 
2008 and 2017, Zhan (2019) estimates more than 20 trillion 
yuan (3.1 trillion US dollars) has been channelled into the 
countryside.

Nonetheless, NAOs have been the biggest beneficiaries 
of the central government’s largesse (Yan and Chen 2015; 
Trappel 2021; Zhang and Zeng 2021a). This is justified, in 
part, with reference to their daidong (or ‘bring along’) func-
tion – the notion that NAOs will assist small and ‘backward’ 
farms to up-scale and ‘modernise’ (Trappel 2021). Mean-
while, by creating a market-based mechanism for transfer-
ring land, the government hopes to consolidate farmland 
in the hands of the ‘most efficient’ agricultural producers. 
It argues the expansion and clarification of property rights 
will assist rural households to unlock the wealth embedded 
in their farmland-an argument reminiscent of free-market 
economists like de Soto (2000). Nonetheless, the overarch-
ing policy framework nudges smallholder farmers to either 

up-scale and modernise or exit farming altogether (Bush 
and Martinello 2017; Xue et al. 2021; Zhou et al. 2021). 
Meanwhile, the government has increased competition for 
farmland by encouraging urban residents and businesses to 
relocate and invest in the countryside. The Rural Entrepre-
neurship Initiative, for example, is estimated to have helped 
7 million migrant workers find work in agriculture or rural 
industry (Xue et al. 2021).

Scholars have raised concerns about the effects of recent 
rural reforms on smallholder farmers. Some worry that the 
new ‘three-rights’ land tenure system dilutes important legal 
protections and exacerbates power imbalances between rural 
households, local officials and agribusiness, thereby increas-
ing the risk of expropriation through moral suasion, collu-
sion and deception, and outright fraud (Ye 2015; Zhou et al. 
2021; Zhang 2021). Others argue even when rural house-
holds trade away their land rights ‘voluntarily’, pervasive 
information asymmetries, high transaction costs, and the 
immature land markets mean they are unlikely to receive a 
‘fair’ market price (Wilmsen 2016; Zhou et al. 2021; Rog-
ers et al. 2021). Others warn liberalisation may exacerbate 
inequality and impoverishment in both the cities and the 
countryside, pointing to the important ‘social safety net’ 
function that farmland plays in China, especially when off-
farm sources of income are lost (Wilmsen 2016; Day and 
Schneider 2018; Zhan 2019). Other studies demonstrate 
how the central government’s support of NAOs generates 
perverse political and economic incentives and creates an 
uneven playing field within China’s agricultural sector (Ahl-
ers 2014; Trappel 2021; Zheng and Zhen 2021a).

The fate of smallholder farming in China: 
a literature review

Recent rural reforms have re-invigorated the long-running 
debate about the fate of smallholder farming in China. Yan 
and Chen (2015: 388), for example, see in recent policy 
changes “a high-profile signal of the intensifying de-peasan-
tization tendency in the Chinese government’s agrarian pol-
icy today… (which) has existed since the beginning of the 
rural reform.” Whilst accepting this as a general tendency, 
others caution against over-attributing government policy 
to a cohesive ‘grand narrative’ (Hayward 2017), pointing to 
the existence of strong pro-peasant voices inside the Party 
and the bureaucracy, the limits on central power in China’s 
multi-level governance system, the increased government 
support for rural households under the BNSC initiative, 
and repeated statements from the central government that 
a vibrant smallholder sector is an important component of 

6 For example, in 2012, the average landholding of the new category 
of ‘family farm’ was 200 mu (Gao et al. 2014 cited in Zhang 2015) 
compared to the national average for a rural household of 9.75 mu 
in 2016 (Xue et  al. 2021). ‘Family farms’ are defined as family-run 
enterprises engaged in farming that may also be engaged in other ser-
vice-based activities, such as tourism, while ‘specialised households’ 
encompass professional farming operations that do not legally qualify 
as companies.
7 Although many of these cooperatives are of questionable economic 
significance (see Wilmsen et al. 2023).
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its long-term development vision8 (Sargeson 2012; Ahlers 
2014; van der Ploeg and Ye 2016; Si et al. 2019; Zhou 2019, 
Gu 2022).

The rate of ‘depeasantization’—a twofold process of 
“there being less farmers and agriculture being less peas-
ant-like” (van der Ploeg 2016: 236)—also remains an open 
empirical question, so too the relationship between increas-
ing land transfers and the exit of smallholder farmers. 
National-level studies estimate between 20 and 37 per cent 
of total farmland has been transferred since tenure reforms 
began, with this number increasing steadily (Zhan 2019; 
Rogers et al. 2021; Trappel 2021).9 Geographical differ-
ences in the rate of land transfers further complicates this 
picture, with higher rates observed in those areas suitable 
for broad-acre agriculture compared to western provinces 
and more mountainous areas of China (Zhan 2019; Rog-
ers et al. 2021). Zhan (2019) reports only 10% of total land 
transferred went to agribusinesses and points out that 70 per 
cent of the farmland in China is still farmed by households. 
Ji et al. (2016) finds average farm size increased by only 5 
percent between 2007 and 2013.

There is general agreement; however, that smallholder 
farming remains a critical component of China’s agricul-
tural sector and that rural households are important sites for 
social reproduction. For example, while agriculture accounts 
for only 7.5% of gross domestic product, the countryside 
still accounts for 44% of total employment (including non-
farming jobs) (cited in Zhang and Zeng 2021a). Webber 
(2008: 310) concludes, “the countryside is still stubbornly 
dominated by independent commodity producers”. Like-
wise, Huang et al. (2012: 147–8) state ‘there can be no ques-
tion that family farming has remained predominant.’ This 
begs the question: how has smallholder farming remained 
so pervasive given the heavy-hand of the state and market 
forces have been pushing in the direction of ‘agricultural 
modernisation,’ land consolidation, and urbanisation for the 
past forty years?

Much of the literature grappling with this question is 
framed using classical Marxist concepts. A large litera-
ture on land grabbing, development-induced displacement, 
and peasant resistance in China builds on the concepts of 
‘primitive accumulation’ and ‘accumulation by disposses-
sion’ (Sargeson 2012; Zhan 2019). An important sub-set of 
this literature explores how rural livelihoods are disrupted 
by large infrastructure projects, such as the Three Gorges 
Dam project (see Wilmsen 2018; Webber and McDonald 

2004). These studies demonstrate forced displacement and 
land expropriation are serious problems in rural China. 
Other studies, however, argue these Marxist concepts fail 
to capture the broader dynamics of agrarian transition in 
China, in large part, because most rural residents have exited 
farming ‘voluntarily’ to take up better paid off-farm jobs, 
rather than being displaced by the contrivances of local offi-
cials and private capital (see Bernstein 2015; Webber 2008, 
2012; Sargeson 2012; Ye 2015; Zhan 2019; Zhang and Zeng 
2021a). Hart (2002) and Arrighi (2009) argue the notion 
of ‘accumulation without dispossession’ better captures the 
(mostly) non-coercive nature by which rural residents leave 
the land in China and the improved living standards enjoyed 
by many who exit farming (see Gu 2022). Here, the pro-
tections afforded rural households by China’s land tenure 
system also play an important intermediary role (Zhang and 
Donaldson 2013).

Another classical Marxist concept-semi-proletarianisa-
tion—may also explain the persistence of smallholder farm-
ing in China (Kautsky 1899). The high and still-increasing 
level of semi-proletarianisation is reflected in national 
workforce data. For example, using 2015 data, Sun et al. 
(2021) found 46% of rural households were ‘wage-employ-
ment oriented’, 7% were ‘half-employment-half-farming-
orientated’, and 31% were ‘farming-oriented.’ Importantly, 
‘farming-oriented’ households derive 97% of their income 
from farming activities. Other studies find individuals with 
low educational attainment are less likely to secure off-
farm work (Xu et al. 2019; Gu 2022; Sun et al. 2021). These 
studies demonstrate that the livelihoods of many older and 
less-educated rural households remain entirely dependent 
on small-scale farming.

The persistence of smallholder farming can also be 
explained with reference to other Kautskian insights. For 
example, some Chinese landscapes and crop types are best 
suited to small-scale, labour-intensive cultivation techniques 
(Hayward 2017). This may also explain the low rates of land 
transfer observed in mountainous regions of China (Rogers 
et al. 2021, 2022). Kautsky (1899) also argued smallholder 
farmers often survive through ‘underconsumption’ and 
‘excessive labour.’ “Kautsky sees the smallholder as func-
tional to capital,” with agribusiness happy to purchase the 
‘under-priced’ output of smallholder farmers (Levien et al. 
2018: 859). Subsumption and class differentiation within 
the Chinese smallholder sector remain topics of ongoing 
research.10

Other explanations directly challenge the assumptions 
about the inherent inefficiency of smallholder farming and 

8 For example, see the 2018 and 2019 No. 1 Document of the Central 
Committee of the State Council.
9 The task of assessing the real rate of change is also complicated by 
divergent assessments of the level of total land transfer and the high 
level of informal transfers in 1990s and 2000s.

10 For instance, see Zhang & Donaldson 2008; Huang et  al. 2012; 
Yan & Chen 2015; Ye 2015; Schneider 2017; Zhang and Zeng 
2021a&b.
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the returns from at scale farming embedded in classical 
Marxism and Modernisation theory.11 van der Ploeg and Ye 
(2016: 244) argue that the Chinese case reveals “labour-
driven intensification can achieve productive results that 
are comparable, if not superior, to those resulting from 
technology-driven intensification.” Zhan (2019), for exam-
ple, points to the remarkable productivity gains achieved by 
Chinese agricultural sector: “An apparent irony is that grain 
production had grown consecutively in official statistics for 
12 years from 2004 to 2015, when most of the farmland was 
still cultivated by the members of small farm households, 
including women and the elderly. In other words, it was the 
so- called weak and old who contributed to the remarkable 
increase in grain production.”

In a similar vein, Xue et al. (2021) argue the Chinese gov-
ernment’s scaling-up and land consolidation policies have 
done little to lift rural incomes or address environmental 
issues. Others go further, contending smallholder farmers 
do not conform with the ‘logic of capital’ embedded in clas-
sical frameworks (Huang et al 2012; van der Ploeg 2013). 
Here, the work of another early Marxist writer, Alexander 
Chayanov (1925), is an important theoretical touchstone. 
As summarised by Watts (2021): “Chayanov emphasized 
two things: that the family farm was not a capitalist enter-
prise and operated on a different logic; and that a system (an 
economy) constituted of peasant farms ought to be treated 
as a separate form of economy, a non-capitalist national 
economy…”.

Working in this tradition, van der Ploeg and Ye (2016) 
argue farmland is valued by Chinese households not only 
for its capacity to generate income and rent, but also for its 
ability to provide food for self-consumption and a ‘safety 
net’ for the family – that is, as an asset around which inter-
generational livelihood strategies are planned. The neo-
Chayanovian perspective pays particular attention to the 
role of farming and land ownership in the construction and 
perpetuation of peasant identities, including those of family 
members living and working in the cities. These identities, 
in turn, influence class positions and political affiliations. 
“Thus, peasants consider themselves to be part of wider 

society – but a very specific part: they represent the under-
privileged, the ones suffering deprivation, those who are still 
(at least partly) excluded from the riches and welfare that are 
concentrated in the cities” (van der Ploeg and Ye, 2016: 17).

The neo-Chayanovian perspective complicates the inter-
pretation of the widespread circular migration and semi-pro-
letarianisation observed in the Chinese countryside. First, it 
challenges the Marxist/Kautskian notion that the survival of 
small farms through semi-proletarianisation and self-exploi-
tation is concomitant with their subsumption by agrarian 
capital (see Huang 2015; Yan and Chen 2015; Dixon 2020). 
For example, van der Ploeg and Ye (2016) argue peasant 
farmers often survive through ‘distantiation’; insulating 
themselves from agribusiness and the vagaries of the mar-
ket by farming ‘economically’, selling locally, engaging in 
part-time off-farm work, and minimising their reliance on 
debt and other external inputs (see also van der Ploeg, 2010; 
McMichael 2020). This strategy also constitutes a subtle 
form of peasant resistance (van der Ploeg and Schneider 
2022; van der Ploeg et al. 2022a, b). Further complicating 
this picture, Si et al (2019) find more than 60% of farming 
households in China engage in high-input, market-oriented 
production alongside low-input (or ‘ecological’) production 
for self-consumption – something they call ‘one family, two 
systems.’

An important set of recent studies focus on the unique 
role the state has played in China’s agrarian transition, 
pointing to its high capacity to implement rural develop-
ment programs, build rural infrastructure, and create ‘real’ 
markets (Zhang 2013; Hayward 2017; Zhan 2019; Zhang 
and Zeng, 2021a). Marxist and neo-Chayanovian analyses, 
alike, emphasise the importance of efficient transport net-
works in facilitating the participation of smallholder farmers 
in ‘peasant markets’ (van der Ploeg et al. 2022a, b) as well 
as their subsumption and integration into global commod-
ity markets (McMichael 2020; Zhang and Zeng, 2021b). 
These accounts demonstrate the fate of smallholder farm-
ing in China is determined as much by the priorities of the 
state as the ‘logic of capital.’ For example, van der Ploeg 
and Ye (2016: 245) argue, “recent Chinese history shows 
that an initial ‘urban bias’… can be converted into a policy 
that supports farming.” In a similar vein, pointing to Japan’s 
and South Korea’s success in the smallholder sector, Zhan 
(2019) contends a similar state-supported ‘industrious revo-
lution’ is possible in China.

Recent state-centred studies pay particular attention to 
the unique role the Chinese government plays in the alloca-
tion of capital. This body of work explores how the gen-
erous support provided to NAOs and the central govern-
ment’s increased reliance on “a top-down, campaign-style 
approach to implement its rural reform policies” (Xue et al. 
2021: 281) is reshaping agricultural production and inter-
governmental relationships (Zhang 2015; Gong and Zhang 

11 A full discussion of shared assumptions of classical Marxism and 
(neoclassical) Modernisation theory with regards to the inherent inef-
ficiency of small-scale farming, the natural progression of agrarian 
transition, and the economic drivers of rural–urban migration are 
beyond the scope of this paper. But as summarised by Levien et  al. 
(2018: 856), these “orthodox, ‘stagist’ assumptions… turned many 
Marxists into the B-team for modernization theory.” It is also impor-
tant to note that much of the agricultural policy of Western countries, 
international development institutions, and China in the post-WWII 
period was built upon these ‘classical’ assumptions (for example, see 
Watts 1989; Cornwall and Brock 2005; Wood 2009; Akram-Lohdi 
and Kay 2010; McMichael 2009; 2012; 2020; Moyo et al. 2013; Sex-
smith and McMichael 2015; Spann 2017; van der Ploeg 2018).
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2017; Zhang and Zeng 2021a&b; Trappel 2021; Zhou et al. 
2021). A key focus, here, is understanding how NAOs and 
lower-level officials interpret, adapt and subvert the central 
government’s guidelines and policies whilst qualifying for 
fiscal transfers. Zhang and Zeng (2021a: 680) introduce the 
concept of ‘politically directed accumulation’ (PDA) to cap-
ture the process by which “local states in China, driven by 
a political logic of maximizing fiscal resources and improv-
ing performance record, select actors who either have accu-
mulated non-agrarian capital or possess political capital to 
serve as their agents (political selection) and then capital-
ize their farming enterprises by transferring to them public 
resources (political capitalization), thrusting them into the 
ranks of the agrarian capital class.”12

These recent state-centred analyses are important for sev-
eral reasons. First, they invert the classical Marxist framing 
of the state as the handmaiden of the capital class and, in 
doing so, further problematise neoclassical models of mar-
ket-driven agrarian transition. Second, they provide nuanced 
accounts of the limits of state power and, in doing so, create 
space to consider less confrontational forms of resistance by 
smallholder farmers to the central government’s modernisa-
tion agenda, such as foot-dragging, dissimulation and false 
compliance (Akram-Lodhi 2014), collusion and bargaining 
with local officials (Zhang and Zeng 2021a; Trappel 2021), 
and ‘distantiation’ (van der Ploeg and Ye 2016). Third, they 
suggest new possibilities and obstacles for the persistence 
of smallholder farming that are difficult to imagine using the 
lens of classical theory or when assuming the existence of an 
all-pervasive authoritarian state (McMichael 2006; van der 
Ploeg and Douwe 2008; Sargeson 2012). In short, they invite 
us to take the local political economy of agrarian transition 
in China seriously.

Findings

Rural livelihoods and NAOs

NAOs play an important role in the modernisation agenda 
by facilitating technology transfers, land consolidation, and 
the vertical integration of smallholder farmers. In this sec-
tion, we analyse the livelihood strategies of the smallholder 
farmers in our three study villages with a particular focus on 
their engagement with commodity, labour and land markets 
and local NAOs.

The survey data reveals orange production is the eco-
nomic cornerstone of most livelihood strategies in our three 

study villages, with 93.2 percent of households reporting 
that agriculture was their primary source of income. 33.5 
percent of households reported off-farm work as a secondary 
source of income, with 53.8 percent reporting no secondary 
source at all (Table 2 & 3). Reliance on off-farm work is, 
therefore, low by Chinese rural standards (see Xu et al. 2018; 
Sun et al. 2021). Nonetheless, these farmers are earning 
good incomes (Table 4). In 2018, average income per person 
was between 18,890 RMB and 21,526 RMB. To put this in 
context, the national ‘middle income’ in 2018 was 23,189 
RMB per capita (NBS 2019). Average real income also grew 
107.4% between 2013 and 2018 -more than double the rate 
for rural households in central China (Ibid). The villagers 
remarked in interviews on how lucrative orange production 
has been. To emphasise the value of orange production one 
villager said, ‘to tell you the truth, in recent years, every 
household in our village has earned at least 100,000 yuan a 
year, and they can't earn so much money working outside.’

Nearly all the rural households in the sample (97.7%) 
reported employing external labour during the year 
(Table 5). The most common method was to hire other vil-
lagers (57.7%) or labourers from outside the village (42.3%), 
however, significant variations are seen between the three 
villages. NAOs play a small role in the provision of exter-
nal labour, with 13.9% of households reporting they access 
labour via an agribusiness. No households, however, report 
accessing external labour via farmer cooperatives. Although 
many households draw on external labour, this is limited 
mainly to harvest times. Nor does external labour constitute 
a large cost of production. Average annual expenditure on 
fertilisers and pesticides is nearly double that for labour, with 
all these expenditures low relative to household incomes 
(Table 6). In summary, the smallholder farmers in our sam-
ple are best described as independent commodity produc-
ers whose livelihood strategies rely to a limited degree on 
off-farm work and external inputs of casual labor and other 
factors of production.

The survey gathered a range of data about land leasing 
activity in the previous five years, including the amount of 
land transferred, the prices paid or received, and whether the 
transfers were formal or informal. Across all three villages, 
only six households (of 266) leased in land in the past five 
years. No households leased out land. Of the six households 
that leased in land, the average size was small (2.5 mu), the 
land was leased from relatives, and only two signed a formal 
lease agreement. The most common reason for not leasing 
land is that there was no land available to lease (76 percent 
of households). Meanwhile, the main reason for not leasing 
land out is because farming is more profitable than working 
off-farm (82 percent of households). According to our inter-
views with farmers, local officials and NAOs, the biggest 
impediment to leasing out is that the high price demanded 

12 They also point to the limitations of Marxist concepts such as 
‘accumulation by dispossession’ and ‘capitalism from above’ and 
‘below’ in capturing key aspects of agrarian transition in China, and 
argue the ‘question of capital’ is far from resolved, contra Bernstein 
(2004 2006).
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by farmers. As the manager of a provincial-level dragonhead 
agribusiness explained:

The cost of land transfer in the Three Gorges is around 
6000 RMB per mu, but I can lease dryland in Huangri 
at 3000 RMB per mu. Even if it is 4000 RMB per mu 
we can still make money. However, it must be mechan-
ical, we can’t make money employing farmers.

Another township official said, although the government 
is under central government instruction to transfer land, the 
farmers are reluctant as orange land is too valuable, and 
older people don’t want to give up their land.

These results suggest NAOs have not yet been successful 
in effecting land consolidation in this area. Perhaps, then, 
they have contributed to the government’s modernisation 
agenda by facilitating vertical integration of smallholder 
farmers? The survey results, however, reveal only 1.5% of all 
households sell their produce through an NAO (see Table 7). 
Surprisingly, no households in Zhongba village reported 

selling to an agribusiness or cooperative, despite this vil-
lage have a formal relationship with Chengzi. Most villagers 
(92.2%) sell their produce through middlemen who visit the 
villages, with 98.1 percent of all households reporting hav-
ing sales agreement with a middleman or other intermedi-
ary. Of these, 96.6% were oral agreements. The main reason 
cited for having these (mostly informal) sale agreements was 

Table 2  Primary source of household income

Village Agriculture (%) Off-farm work

Inside village 
(%)

Outside 
village (%)

Heba 95.9 1.4 4.1
Gaoba 89.9 2.0 8.1
Zhongba 94.6 3.2 2.2
Total 93.2 1.9 4.9

Table 3  Second most important source of household income

Village No secondary source of 
income (%)

Agriculture (%) Off-farm work Remittances 
(%)

Welfare payments, agricul-
tural subsidies & other (%)

Inside village 
(%)

Outside village 
(%)

Heba 45.9 6.8 13.5 28.4 4.1 1.4
Gaoba 59.6 10.1 8.1 19.2 2.0 1.0
Zhongba 53.8 4.3 9.7 23.7 5.4 3.3
Total 53.8 7.1 10.2 23.3 3.8 2.0

Table 4  Average household 
incomes, 2013 and 2018

Heba Gaoba Zhongba Total

Gross income, 2013 (RMB) 37,784 30,576 32,913 33,400
Gross income, 2018 (RMB, 2013 prices) 67,706 68,534 71,482 69,334
Real income growth (2013–2018) 79.2% 124.1% 117.1% 107.36%
Nominal income per person, 2018 18,890 21,154 21,526 20,654

Table 5  Labour markets

NB Some households reported more than one type of external labour

Village HH uses outside labour 
sometime in year (%)

Sources of labour

Family/friends 
help for free (%)

Other villagers 
help for free (%)

Hire other 
villagers 
(%)

Hire outside 
labourers (%)

Agribusiness hires and 
pays for labourers (%)

The coopera-
tive hires and 
pays

Heba 95.9 2.8 4.2 64.8 47.9 0.0 –
Gaoba 97.0 2.1 1.0 44.8 52.1 15.6 –
Zhongba 100.0 4.3 7.5 65.6 28.0 12.9 –
Total 97.7 3.1 4.2 57.7 42.3 13.9 –
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to secure higher (74%) or more stable prices (27.4%). No 
households reported entering sales agreements at the behest 
of agribusinesses or cooperatives. These results suggest the 
vast majority of villagers sell their produce through trust-
based ‘traditional channels’ (see Huang et al. 2008), with 
a handful (5.3%) selling independently online (see van der 
Ploeg et al. 2022a, b).

These findings were corroborated by our field interviews. 
A female farmer in her 40s from Zhongba village explained 
to us:

Our household sells to a middleman from Jiangxi 
province that I know through my local agent. We sell 
different varieties to different middlemen and the mid-
dlemen vary from year to year. There are many local 
agents and I know and trust them. The relationship to 
them is important.

The interviews with the manager of Chengzi, the Zhongba 
village leader, and households provided another explana-
tion for why farmers do not sell through the local NAOs, 
namely, there is a mismatch between the expensive, fresh-
for-consumption type of oranges now being produced by the 
Zhongba villages and the small cheap oranges demanded by 
a food processing company. Indeed, even for members of the 
Zhongba cooperative, only 30% of their production was sold 
to Chengzi (interview with head of cooperative).

We also explored other mechanisms through which 
local NAOs may be furthering the government’s moderni-
sation agenda. One possible mechanism is through NAOs 

intermediating access to information about crop prices, farm 
inputs, sales channels and the like. The survey data reveals 
middlemen are the main source of this information (73.4%), 
especially in Zhongba village (92.7%), followed by friends 
and relatives (17.8%), with NAOs, once again, playing a 
minor role (See Table 8). When we asked a 57-year-old male 
farmer from Heba what varieties of oranges he is growing he 
said, ‘we are currently switching from Luoqi and Hongqi to 
Lunwan variety as according to the middleman − the market 
is changing’. Here, again, we see the important role middle-
man also play in providing market information and shaping 
cultivation choices.

Another mechanism for the subsumption of rural house-
holds by NAOs is through the provision of credit. The survey 
data reveals 44.7 percent of households borrowed money in 
the previous five years. But of those who borrowed money, 
73.9 percent reported borrowing money from relatives (i.e. 
informal channels) as opposed to a financial institutions 
(39.5%), a farmers cooperative (1.7%) or an agribusiness (no 
responses). This result also demonstrates the limited degree 
to which these farmers’ livelihood strategies rely on access 
to external finance.

The government also pursues its agricultural modernisa-
tion agenda through the provision of agricultural technology. 
The survey gathered data about the technologies used by 
households (cold storage, weather instruments, orchard net-
ting, irrigation, rainwater collection etc.) and their sources. 
Most households (89.5%) report accessing technology inde-
pendently through purchasing from township agricultural 

Table 6  Expenditures

NB The ‘other’ category captures mostly purchases of fertilisers and pesticides

Village Most important HH agricultural expenditure Average annual expenditure 
(yuan per mu)

Hired 
labour (%)

Land rent Machinery (%) Other (%) Fertiliser and 
pesticide

External labour

Heba 5.6 – 15.5 78.9 2489 1423
Gaoba 14.0 – 7.5 78.5 2091 1296
Zhongba 8.6 – 1.1 90.3 2257 1190
Total 9.7 – 7.4 82.9 2260 1294

Table 7  How does the household sell its agricultural produce?

NB Some households provided more than one response

Village Middleman (%) Farmers market (or side 
of the road) (%)

Online by our-
selves (%)

Through an agri-
business (%)

Through coop-
erative (%)

Other (%)

Heba village 88.5 1.3 3.8 3.8 1.3 1.3
Gaoba village 94.2 0.0 4.8 0.0 0.0 1.0
Zhongba village 92.9 0.0 7.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Total 92.2 0.4 5.3 1.1 0.4 0.7
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supply stores and online suppliers. A small percentage of 
household report accessing technology from the govern-
ment (7.1%) or a cooperative or agribusiness (3%). A final 
important mechanism through which the government seeks 
to promote agricultural modernisation is the provision of 
training programs. The survey data reveals that 43.6 per-
cent of households received orange-related training in the 
previous five years. Most of this training was focused on 
improving farming techniques (84.5%) followed by market-
related training (6%). The training was commonly provided 
by the village committee (55.2%), followed by government 
agencies (township-level and above, 18.10%), fertiliser and 
pesticides companies (16.4%), and farmer cooperatives 
(6.9%). In short, NAOs play a limited role in the provision 
of technology and training in the study villages; however, 
the government, particularly the village level, is aiding in 
the resilience of smallholder farmers through its training 
initiatives.

Why are smallholders persisting in the Three 
Gorges?

The previous section suggests local NAOs play a periph-
eral role in the evolving livelihood strategies of villagers 
and furthering the government’s modernisation agenda 
(Huang et al. 2012; Zhang 2013). These results are sur-
prising given we selected our three study villages precisely 
because they specialise in the production of a single com-
modity, NAOs have a strong local presence (particularly 
in Zhongba village), and the state has a long history of 
intervening in the development of the local and regional 
economy. Recent studies, however, argue the proliferation 
of NAOs is driven more by the political logic of conspicu-
ous (and mock) compliance than ‘market forces (Zhang 
2015; Zhang and Zeng 2021a; Trappel 2021; Xue et al. 
2021; Zhou et al. 2021). A key focus of this literature is 
understanding how lower-level officials and agribusiness 
owners go about advancing their own career prospects by 
qualifying for government grants, subsidies, and cheap 
finance. Our field research uncovered evidence of these 
dynamics at play in the three study villages.

One area this was evident was in the formation of 
farmer cooperatives. The major motivation cited by village 

leaders and township- and county-level officials for form-
ing new cooperatives was to access government subsidies 
as well as technological support and training programs. 
The interviewees also noted many of the cooperatives were 
run to serve individual, rather than communal, interests. 
Some interviewees noted that local cooperatives did not 
meet the central government’s own criteria for official rec-
ognition. We interviewed one county-level official who 
was responsible for certifying local cooperatives. He said 
that in future they would begin ‘eliminating’ cooperatives 
that did not meet the government criteria whilst assisting 
marginal cooperatives to either ‘satisfy the standard’ or 
convert into a ‘family farm’ (i.e. because the selection cri-
teria to qualify for this category of NAO is less stringent). 
Our interviews revealed government officials increas-
ingly define ‘real’ cooperatives as being commercially-
oriented, contributing to the advancement of the orange 
industry, and having local leaders with shareholdings in 
the enterprise.

The Zhongba cooperative epitomised this new type of 
farmer cooperative. It was established in 2009 by the village 
Party Secretary, whose father held the same position before 
him. Interviewees described this man as young, charismatic 
and having good political connections within the Party. 
According to a Chengzi executive, these personal charac-
teristics were a key reason why the agribusiness chose to 
partner with this cooperative in the first place. The leader of 
an adjacent village told us he had also tried to enter a simi-
lar partnership with the agribusiness, but failed because of 
Zhongba’s long history of strong entrepreneurial leadership.

Originally, membership of this cooperative was domi-
nated by local farmers, who paid 1000 RMB to join and 
enjoyed equal decision-making status. But, according to 
the village (and cooperative) leader, this structure proved 
unworkable. Subsequently, the cooperative shifted to a 
more hierarchical, shareholder-based model. Ten major 
shareholders invested 270,000 RMB in the restructured 
entity for a combined 51% stake. Five of the major share-
holders are Party members, some of whom are family rela-
tions of the village secretary. The village leader, himself, 
contributed 120,000 RMB for his 25% shareholding. The 
shareholders now sell their oranges to the agribusiness and 
share in RMB 80,000 in dividends per year. Under the new 

Table 8  Main source of 
information about crop prices, 
farm inputs and sales

NB Some households provided more than one response

Middleman Friends or 
relatives

Village officials/ 
farmer co-op

Agribusiness Township 
government

Other

Heba 50.4 14.2 0.9 3.5 0.0 3.5
Gaoba 82.6 16.5 0.9 0.0 0.0 3.7
Zhongba 92.7 24.4 2.4 0.0 1.2 12.2
Total 73.4 17.8 1.6 1.3 0.3 5.9
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governance structure, the major shareholders decide how 
the cooperative is run, and many former members have left. 
The county government approved this new structure and has 
provided funding to support its orange-industry development 
activities. This finding aligns with research in other parts of 
China that observes cooperatives acting as defacto share-
holding businesses controlled by local elites (Hu et al. 2017; 
Liang et al. 2015; Gong and Zhang 2017).

The villagers also commented on the changing character 
of the local cooperatives. One villager told us, “To set up a 
cooperative you need to have a good relationship with the 
township or county government”. Another woman said the 
leaders of the small cooperative in her village looked after 
themselves, not the farmers. One farmer complained the 
local cooperative did not help villagers sell their produce—
a core function of farmer cooperatives in China, historically. 
These comments help explain the low levels of membership 
observed in three villages (for a more detailed discussion of 
changing role of cooperatives and family farms in the area, 
see Wilmsen et al. (2023).

Our interviews uncovered other examples of political 
selection and credentialism (Zhang and Zeng 2021). In one 
case, the Zigui county government received 20 million RMB 
(US$2.9 million) from the central/provincial government to 
field test a new drip irrigation system for orange orchards. 
One farm in the study area was chosen as a demonstration 
site for this new technology. Under another initiative, the 
same farm received a 23,000 RMB subsidy (US$3,387) to 
purchase a new track-and-cart system designed to speed 
up the harvesting and transportation of fresh oranges. The 
owner qualified for this state support because he had recently 
received accreditation as a ‘family farm’ operator from the 
county government. He qualified for this designation after 
acquiring land from a defunct state-run farm in the area. 
The owner of this ‘family farm’ was the father of one of the 
township officials we interviewed.

A combination of political selection, credentialism, and 
conspicuous compliance also explains the ongoing agribusi-
ness-cooperative partnership in Zhongba village (i.e. despite 
most of the local villagers choosing to sell their oranges 
elsewhere through middlemen). Dragonhead status is a pres-
tigious designation that attracts government subsidies (Sch-
neider 2017). A company must be invited by the provincial 
government to apply, and as part of the application process 
the company must meet certain criteria set by the local gov-
ernment for profit, scale etc. and must show it is working 
with local farmer cooperatives and smallholder farmers to 
promote agricultural modernisation (Wuhan government 
2017). A good example of this was Chengzi’s decision early 
to establish a ‘model farm’. This farm was used to dem-
onstrate a new low-density planting method that increased 
orange output per tree. This cultivation technique was 
soon adopted by all the villagers in the area. The Chengzi 

executive told us the company was also collaborating with 
scientists from Huazhong University of Science and Tech-
nology in Wuhan to improve fruit processing techniques and 
lower pesticide consumption to meet export standards. These 
collaborations produced economic and political benefits for 
Chengzi even though they did not increase the local supply 
of cheap oranges for its fruit processing operations. Indeed, 
at the time of our interviews, Chengzi had just received its 
certification as a national-level dragonhead business.

Land consolidation is another critical element of the cen-
tral government’s modernisation agenda. Our survey data, 
however, reveals no households in our sample leased out 
land in the previous five years. Our field interviews, how-
ever, revealed NAOs in the area had acquired additional 
land through other means (e.g. the aforementioned ‘family 
farm’). The cooperative and agribusiness in Zhongba also 
made one particularly interesting – and, ultimately, unsuc-
cessful – attempt at leasing land from smallholder farmers. 
When this partnership was first established, the cooperative 
organised the transfer of 1035 mu of land from villagers to 
the agribusiness. The land transfer contract was drafted by 
county-level officials in accordance with national guidelines. 
The original plan was to use this land to experiment with dif-
ferent orange varieties, growing techniques, and agricultural 
technologies, with local people paid to work on the land. 
Management rights were assigned to the agribusiness for 
20 years. The original agreement involved local landhold-
ers being paid 5000 RMB per mu per year for their land. 
However, as the value of agricultural land in the area rose, 
the farmers started demanding returns (8000 RMB per mu 
p.a.) for their land. Furthermore, some of the villagers we 
interviewed claimed the cooperative failed to pass on all the 
money they were owed. Eventually, rising leasing costs com-
bined with the difficulty of administering the leases through 
the cooperative made the original agreement unattractive for 
Chengzi and, in 2015, it agreed to return the land manage-
ment rights to the local villagers.

Other Kautskian factors also militate against land trans-
fers and subsumption of smallholder farmers by NAOs. For 
example, orange orchards require close monitoring and the 
careful application of inputs to flourish. In mountainous 
locations like the Three Gorges, microclimates can vary 
over short distances. Therefore, local knowledge combined 
with tree-by-tree interventions are required to successfully 
grow the different varieties of high-value orange varieties 
(for a more detailed discussion of this issue, see Rogers et al. 
2022). All of this makes oranges particularly well-suited to 
small-scale cultivation by the older farmers who live on-site.

Our field research results therefore suggest the state’s 
support of NAOs has not led to land transfers or signifi-
cant reorganisation of smallholder’s production. This raises 
the question: what does the future hold for the small-scale 
orange producers in this part of the Three Gorges? Our field 
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research revealed opposing views on this issue. Local and 
county government officials viewed land consolidation and 
the exit of smallholder farmers as inevitable in the long 
run. However, while they told us they were encouraged to 
facilitate land transfers, they had no firm, near-term targets. 
Rather, they are waiting for the current generation of farm-
ers to retire before pressing forward with land transfers. 
A county-level official suggested we had arrived too early 
to observe the recent agricultural reforms in practice: In 
5–10 years, land transfer will be necessary in this county. 
Currently the households are reluctant to transfer land. The 
new agricultural entities can play a role in future land trans-
fer. Households are not the future of farming and it is likely 
that rich business people will shift focus to agricultural 
investment. The separation of [land] rights will allow urban 
people to invest in the countryside to reduce the inequality 
between rural and urban places. A township government 
official remarked, it’s just a matter of time before land will 
be transferred to the cooperative. Smallholder farmers held 
different views. They see a viable future for smallholder 
farming in the area. Most hope to pass on their land to the 
next generation, whilst also recognising that many young 
people may not want to return from the cities. A middle-
aged farmer from Heba said: I have heard there will be land 
transfer in the future. My neighbours say that land will go 
to the cooperatives, but I will continue to stay here. I have 
no idea about the cooperatives. I would prefer to pass on my 
land to my son and my second choice would be other rela-
tives. It is important to keep land for my son as it's the only 
livelihood source if he loses his job. I have strong feelings 
about my land.

Interestingly, two village leaders reported migrants were 
returning to the villages permanently to engage in agricul-
ture. The Gaoba village leader told us:

Last year more than a dozen migrants come back in 
our village, one even quit his job as a teacher to return. 
They came back to promote our orange industry, as 
most of them were highly educated. There are more 
than 300 e-commerce enterprises in our township.

The Zhongba village leader made a similar observation: 
“Relatively few people from our village go out. Now the 
orange price soars, every household comes back to cultivate, 
there is no-idle-land phenomenon”. In short, the situation 
we observed in our study villages did not conform to nar-
ratives about inefficient and ageing farmers being pressured 
by local government officials to transfer their land to NAOs 
and exit farming.

Discussion and conclusion

For the most part, the Chinese Communist Party’s rural 
policies have been framed and justified with reference to 
classical theories of agrarian change that view the decline 
of smallholder farmers as not only inevitable but necessary. 
Yet, decades after collectivisation ended and market reforms 
began, parts of the countryside have “remained stubbornly 
dominated by independent commodity producers” (Webber 
2008: 310; Zhang 2021). Under initiatives like Building the 
New Socialist Countryside and now Rural Revitalization, 
the central government has redoubled its efforts to drive 
modernisation by channelling state resources to NAOs. 
By linking the career advancement of individuals to their 
ability to access project funds, the central government has 
incentivised lower levels officials and agribusiness opera-
tors to comply with its agricultural policies (Zhang 2015; 
Zhang and Zeng 2021a; Trappel 2021; Xue et al. 2021; Zhou 
et al. 2021). Recognising the limitations of classical Marx-
ist and neoclassical theoretical frameworks to capture these 
dynamics, recent research has sought to "open the ‘black 
box’ of sub-provincial politics” and put forward increasingly 
state-centric accounts of agrarian transition in China (Ahlers 
2014: 24).

Our findings align with recent research showing NAOs 
are often used as vehicles to access government resources 
for personal, rather than communal, gain. It also uncovered 
examples of ‘entrepreneurial’ local officials and ‘politically 
directed accumulation’ (Zhang and Zeng 2021). These 
dynamics are epitomised by the agribusiness-cooperative 
partnership in Zhongba village. Although the partnership 
produced the trappings of successful ‘agricultural moderni-
zation’ – sales agreements, demonstration farms, (failed) 
land transfers, and the like – its primary objectives were 
political rather than commercial, especially as the cooper-
ative-agribusiness partnership evolved. Chengzi’s primary 
motivation for entering this partnership was to secure the 
fiscal and reputational benefits that flow from being rec-
ognised as a national-level dragonhead agribusiness, rather 
than securing a supply of feedstock from local farmers. 
Likewise, the village Party secretary who established the 
partnership with Chengzi was motivated by a desire for 
political advancement and financial self-interest, eventually 
securing a controlling stake in the cooperative for himself, 
family members, and political allies. The smallholders in 
the study villages were aware of these exclusionary dynam-
ics, especially the domination of local cooperatives by local 
elites. However, they did not report moral suasion, coercion 
or dispossession. Indeed, in Zhongba village the smallholder 
farmers were able to negotiate for the return of their land 
management rights. This failed attempt at land consolidation 
also reveals the high value that villagers place on their land 
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in both economic and emotional terms, and their ability to 
defend their rights under China’s new ‘three rights’ system.

Our livelihood analysis shows the smallholders in these 
villages are earning good incomes (by rural Chinese stand-
ards) by selling their oranges via oral agreements with 
trusted middlemen. The level of semi-proletarianisation in 
the three villages is also low by Chinese standards, with only 
a third of households reporting off-farm work as a secondary 
source of income (Xu et al. 2019; Sun et al. 2021). Nor did 
we uncover evidence of widespread subsumption via sales 
contracts or control over access to technology and external 
inputs (fertilisers, finance, seasonal labour, and the like). The 
farmers cannot be considered ‘peasants’ in the traditional 
sense, their livelihoods have been completely transformed 
in the last seventy years under Communist rule as well as 
by the Three Gorges Dam. Nonetheless, they continue to 
farm in a ‘peasant-like way’ that prioritises autonomy and 
resilience (van der Ploeg 2018; van der Ploeg and Schneider 
2022a). Their livelihood strategies appear sustainable, so 
long as they can hold onto their land and the demand for 
fresh oranges in China remains high. Moreover, many of 
the older villagers hope to pass on their orchards to younger 
family members (see also Zhan 2019).

These results are surprising. We selected these villages 
precisely because they seemed ideal sites to investigate 
how livelihood strategies and local political economies 
are being transformed by the central government’s recent 
rural reforms. Another surprise is the (apparent) absence of 
overt resistance or conflict with local officials and NAOs. 
While the villagers disapproved of the self-serving activi-
ties of local elites − in particular, their appropriation of the 
local farmer cooperatives – they are willing to engage with 
them where they see a direct practical benefit, for example, 
to access state-subsidised fertilisers or to learn about new 
cultivation techniques. The smallholders’ overall strategy is 
best described as a combination of selective engagement and 
‘actively constructed distantiation’ (van der Ploeg 2010).

It is important to note, however, that the livelihood 
strategies of these smallholder farmers are almost entirely 
the product of state interventions at various geographical 
scales. At the national level, large investments in transport 
infrastructure and the creation of ‘real markets’ underpin 
their ability to access urban consumers (Zhang 2015; Gong 
and Zhang 2017; Hayward 2017; Zhan 2019; Zhang and 
Zeng 2021a). Likewise, the high price they receive for their 
oranges is a function of the state’s success in driving rapid 
industrialisation and urbanisation, more broadly (Huang & 
Peng 2007). The orange industry in this region is, itself, 
a product of state interventions dating back to the 1980s 
(Wilmsen 2016; 2018). The Three Gorges Dam project 
caused massive disruptions to rural livelihoods but was also 
accompanied by a wide range of rural development initia-
tives and industry support programs. Indeed, these supports 

were important in the establishment of the dragonhead busi-
ness, Chengzi, discussed in this paper. Furthermore, the 
orange varieties and cultivations now grown in the study 
villages were, first, introduced to the area through demon-
stration farms, re-iterating the important role the state plays 
in agricultural technology transfer and rural development 
in China, more broadly. In this light, these villages provide 
a successful example of what Zhan (2019) calls the path 
of the ‘industrious revolution’—a vibrant rural sector built 
around smallholder farming supported by historic govern-
ment policies.

The continued presence of smallholders in this part of 
China is a function of the conditions at play and the nature 
of the crop. The labour-intensive, climate-sensitive and 
measured attention of smallholders sees citrus thrive on the 
steep slopes of the Yangtze River. In the presence of a local 
government content to perform state government policy for 
self-interest, but not impose upon successful smallholder 
activities and a market that penetrates to the household level, 
smallholder farmers cash in on domestic consumer demand 
for oranges. We recognise that in other places (China’s east-
ern provinces), and under other conditions (large permanent 
out-migration, staple crops and plainlands), the state’s push 
for modernisation is moving at pace (Lei et al. 2018). In 
the next decade, the ambitions of the Party state for rural 
China may well override the current conditions supporting 
smallholders in the Three Gorges. As one county govern-
ment official asserted: Currently the households are reluc-
tant to transfer land but in 5–10 years land transfer will be 
necessary in this county. NAOs can play a role in future land 
transfer and it is likely that rich urban people will shift focus 
to agricultural investment. Households are not the future of 
farming.

Broad conclusions cannot be drawn from the results 
of a single case study. So, by way of conclusion, we offer 
broad reflections. First, recent studies that move beyond 
classical conceptions of the role of the state and take local 
political economy seriously have been critically important 
in advancing our understanding of agrarian transition in 
China, especially in its latest phase. Our case study dem-
onstrates the limits of the central government’s power to 
drive ‘agricultural modernization’ through NAOs. It also 
shows, despite the omnipresence of the state in rural life in 
China, space still exists for smallholder farmers to flourish 
and modernise on their own terms and, in doing so, quietly 
frustrate the central government’s modernisation agenda. It 
suggests many possible paths exists between the extremes 
of inevitable subsumption and open conflict with agents of 
the state. Future research should, therefore, endeavour to 
provide more detailed accounts of how smallholder farmers 
strategically engage with – and distantiate themselves from 
– NAOs and the state, if only to avoid overly pessimistic 
prognostications about the sector’s future. Second, along 
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with other recent research, our findings suggest the central 
government should reconsider those elements of its agri-
cultural modernisation agenda that require officials to ‘pick 
winners’. A less discriminatory policy framework designed 
to encourage broad-based rural development would not only 
help unlock the potential of smallholder farmers but also to 
limit the perverse political and economic incentives, wasted 
resources, and unequal outcomes generated by the central 
government’s current approach of ‘tilting the playing field’ 
in favour of NAOs (Trappel 2021).
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